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Abstract
The author s forthcoming book proves central results in computability and com
plexity theory from a programmeroriented perspective In addition to giving more
natural denitions proofs and perspectives on classical theorems by Cook Hart
manis Savitch etc some new results have come from the alternative approach
One for a computation model more natural than the Turing machine multiplying
the available problemsolving time provably increases problemsolving power in
general not true for Turing machines Another the class of decision problems
solvable by Wadler s treeless	 programs 
 or by consfree programs on Lisplike
lists are identical with the wellstudied complexity class LOGSPACE
A third is that consfree programs augmented with recursion can solve all and only
PTIME problems Paradoxically these programs often run in exponential time not
a contradiction since they can be simulated in polynomial time by memoization
This tradeo indicates a tension between running time and memory space which
seems worth further investigation
  Introduction
Thesis 
We maintain that Computability and Complexity theory  and Program
ming Language and Semantics henceforth CC and PL have much to oer
each other  in both directions CC has a breadth  depth  and generality not
often seen in PL  and a tradition for posing and occasionally answering
open problems of communitywide interest PL has a rm grasp of alorithm
design  presentation and implementation  and several welldeveloped frame
works for making precise semantic concepts over a wide range of PL concepts
 
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c
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functionalimperativecontrol operators  communicationconurrency  object
orientation
Some concrete connections new and recent 
The dryasdust S m n theorem from computability  when implemented
eciently  has proven its worth in practice over the past 	 years for compiling 
and for program generation in general Another cornerstone of computability 
the 
universal machine  is nothing but a self interpreter in PL  while the

simulations seen in introductory CC texts are mostly achieved by informal
compilers or interpreters It is natural in PL to have ecient builtin data
construction and decomposition operators  and these are just examples of the

pairing functions known in CC from the 	s
The existence of ecient selfinterpreters in PL has led to a stronger hierar
chy theorem in CC  showing that constant time factors do matter  theoretically
too  thus reducing a tension long felt between CC and 
real computing This
and other examples using PL concepts lead at least for Computer Scientists
to more understandable statements of theorems and proofs in CC  and to
stronger results These include 
intrinsic characterizations of the wellknown
problem classes LOGSPACE and PTIME without external imposition of space
or time bounds  and new insights into the role of persistent as opposed to
evanescent storage
Finally  a number of old CC questions take on new life  and natural new
questions arise An important class is what is the eect of the program 
ming styles we employ functional  imperative  etc on the eciency of the
programs we write
 The WHILE Language
We introduce a simple programming language called WHILE  in essence a small
subset of Pascal or LISP Why just this language Because WHILE seems to
have just the right mix of expressive power and simplicity for our purposes
Expressive power is important when dealing with programs as data objects
The data structures of WHILE binary trees of atomic symbols are particularly
well suited to this The reason is the WHILE data structures avoid the need for
nearly all the technically messy tasks of assigning Godel numbers to encode
program texts and fragments  and of devising code to build and decompose
Godel numbers Simplicity is also essential to prove theorems about programs
and their behaviour This rules out the use of larger  more powerful languages 
since proofs about them would simply be too complex to be easily understood
 Syntax of WHILE data and programs
The set ID
A
of data values Values in WHILE are built up from a xed nite set
A of socalled atoms by nitely many applications of the pairing operation It
will not matter too much exactly what A contains  except that we will choose
one of its elements  called nil for a number of specic purposes A value d

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  ID
A
is a binary tree with atoms as leaf labels An example  written in 
fully
parenthesized form   a  bnilcnil
Denition   The pairing operation yields value  d
 
d

 when applied to
values d
 
  d

 Let A  fa
 
       a
n
g be some nite set The ID
A
is the smallest
set satisfying ID
A
 ID
A
 ID
A
A The size jdj of a value d  ID
A
is dened
as followsjdj   if a   A  and   jd
 
j jd

j if d  d
 
d


A linear notation for values When clear from context  outermost paren
theses will sometines be omitted for brevity  eg a bc may be written to
abbreviate  a bc Binary trees can of course be written in fully parenthe
sized form  for example   a  bnilcnil Unfortunately it is hard to
read deeply parenthesized structures one has to resort to counting  so we use
a compact notation taken from the Lisp and Scheme languages This notation
is usually more concise than fully parenthesized form  is never longer  and
that requires very few parentheses for most values It is dened recursively as
follows
Let d  d
 
d

    d
n
d
n 
     where n  	 and d
n 
is an atom
Choose linear representations d
 
      d
n 
of the d
i
 Then either write d 
 d
 
   d
n
 d
n 
 this is always permissible or if d
n 
is nil  one may
choose to write d   d
 
   d
n
 Henceforth we omit the underlines this
causes no ambiguity Some examples
Value d in ID Representation Size jdj
nil   
 a bnil  a b 
 a  b cnil dnil  a  b c d 
        
Syntax of WHILE programs
Figure  denes  in parallel with an informal syntax  a concrete syntax
which will be used to present programs as data objects for processing by other
programs The net eect is to make WHILEprograms  WHILEdata  ID
A

For now  the concrete syntax will use atoms hd    etc Programs are assumed
to have only one inputoutput variable X  and to manipulate tree structures
built by cons from atoms
Later  we will reduce the concrete syntax still further  by regarding hd   
etc as abbreviations for certain trees built by pairing and nil  so program
codes will lie in ID
fnilg
 Figure  contains a 
concrete syntax for WHILE
programs  using atomic symbols hd    etc using Lisps list notation of for
brevity
For an example  consider the following program  reverse

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Syntactic category Informal syntax Concrete syntax in ID
P  Program  read X	 C	 write X C
C  Command  Xi  E   nil
i
E
j C	 C  	 C C
j if E then C else C  if E C C
j while E do C  while E C
E  Expression  Xi  var nil
i

j
 
D  quote D
j cons E E  cons E E
j hd E  hd E
j tl E  tl E
j atom
 E E  atom
 E E
D  Datavalue  A j  DD A j  DD
A  Atom  nil j    nil j   
Figure  Program syntax informal and concrete
read X 
Y 
 
nil 
while X do f Y  cons hd X Y  X  tl X g 
X  Y 
write X
The GOTO language
The same program  written in a lowerlevel syntax without the while loop 
would appear as follows This format will be used for some later constructions
 read X 
 if X goto  else 
 Z  hd X 
	 Y  cons Z Y 

 X  tl X 
 goto  
 X  Y
 write X
Semantics sketch 
The net eect of running a program p is to compute a partial function
p
WHILE
 ID
n
 ID

where n is the number of inputs given in ps initial read
command p
WHILE
may be shortened to p if the intended language is clear
from context
Data structure The data structure consists of values in set ID as dened
above and operations cons  ID  ID  ID and hd  tl  ID  ID with the
expected properties
In tests  nil serves as false  and anything else  eg  nilnil  serves
as true or convenience we let hda  tla  nil if a   A The program
construction atom
 returns true if and only if both arguments are the one
and same atom
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Control structures are sequential composition C	C  the conditional if E
then C else C  and the while loop while E do C
Denition   Consider a program p of form read XXn	 C	 write
E Let Vars p  fX       Xn  Xn        Xmg be the set of all variables in p
i A store  for p is by denition a function from Vars p to elements of
ID More generally 
ii Store
p
 Varsp ID is the set of all stores for p
iii The initial store 
p

d
 
       d
n
 for inputs d
 
       d
n
  ID is by denition
X  d
 
       Xn  d
n
  Xn   nil       Xm  nil
Denition   The semantics of WHILE programs is dened by three func
tions E  C  and P  where C and P are partial Details are omitted for brevity
For a given program p  these functions have types
E  Expression Store
p
 ID
C  Command  Store
p
 Store
p


P  Program  ID
m
 ID


Function E evaluates expressions Given a store  containing the values of
the variables in an expression E  E maps E and  into the value EC  d
in ID that E denotes Suppose command C has subcommands that alter the
store Given a store   function C maps the command and the current store
into a new store CC  
 
  Store
p
 If command C does not terminate on
the given store   then CC  	 is undened
Finally  P maps a program and given input values d
 
  d
n
for the n vari
ables into a value Ppd
 
   d
n
 in ID if the program terminates  else 	 The
meaning of a program is written as Pp  ID
m
 ID

  and Pp can also be
written as p
WHILE
  or even p if the language is clear from context
Program timing 
Every elementary operation cons  hd  etc or test in a conditional or while
loop is assumed to take one time unit This is natural with the datasharing
implementation techniques used in Lisp and other functional languages We
now sketch an implementation of a ow chart version GOTO of our language 
in which each operation takes time bounded by a constant The store is
represented by a directed acyclic graph DAG built during execution  in which
each node for an an atom a is a leaf  and a node for a 
cons cell has a left
child and a right child
Consider the 
reverse example above  applied to input  a b The follow
ing two DAGs illustrate the storage state at the beginning and at the end of
execution

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Construction
Suppose we are given an GOTOprogram p  C
 
C

  C
m
 Command Jl 
which simulates command C
l
for   l  m  is dened as follows
Form of C
l
Eect on DAG of lJl
X 
 
a X  pointer to leaf containing a
X  Y X  Y
X  hd Y X  pointer to left son of Y node
X  tl Y X  pointer to right son of Y node
X  cons Y Z X  pointer to new node N	
Left son of N  pointer to Y node	
Right son of N  pointer to Z node	
if X 
 
a goto r else s if X points to a node goto r else goto s
 Program specialization Kleenes smn theorem
A program specializer is given a subject program together with part of its
input data  s Its eect is to construct a new program p
s
which  when given
ps remaining input d  will yield the same result that p would have produced
given both inputs
Denition   Program spec is a specializer for WHILEprograms if spec 
is total  and if for any p   WHILEprograms and s  d   WHILEdata
psd  spec psd
Theorem  	 There is a program specializer for WHILE programs
Proof  Suppose program p has form read X	 Body	 write X Given known
input s  consider program p
s
 read X	 X  cons
 
s X	 Body	 write X
This is obviously albeit somewhat trivially correct since p
s
  when given
inoput d  will rst assign the value  sd to X  and then apply p to the result
It suces to see how to construct p
s
 specps  ie how to specialize p
to s A program to transform the concrete syntax of input  ps into p
s
is
easily constructed  
 Compilation
Suppose we are given three programming languages a source language S  a
target language T  and an implementation language L
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A compiler is easiest to describe if the source and target languages have
the same data representations S data  T data  as one can simply demand
that source
S
d  target
T
d for all inputs d
Compiling without change of data representation
Denition  
 Suppose  
S
   
T
 ID  ID

 A compiling function from
S to T is a total function f  S programs T programs such that p
S
 f p
T
for every p   S programs  ie for every d   ID 
p
S
d  f p
T
d
Further  Lprogram comp is a compiler from S to T if comp
L
  is a compiling
function
Note that we carefully distinguish between a compiling function  and a com
piler  ie a compiling program
Compiling with change of data representation
In order to compare computation by machines with dierent sorts of in
putoutput data we dene one way that a possibly partial function on one
data set can be represented by a function on another set This is a natural
generalization of the concept of 
commuting diagram to the case where some
arrows denote partial functions
Denition   Suppose  
S
   
T
 ID  ID

and coding c  S data  T 
data is a onetoone total function Function f  S programs T programs is
a compiling function with respect to coding c if for every p   S programs  p
S
is incorporated into f p
T
relative to c
i p
S
a  	 implies f p
T
ca  cp
S
a
ii p
S
a  	 implies f p
T
ca  	
An Lprogram comp is a compiler from S to T with respect to coding c i comp
L
is a compiling function with respect to c
This amounts to the generalized commutativity of the following diagram
S data
 
p
S
S data

T data
c
f p
T
T data
 

c
	 Interpretation
Selfinterpreters  under the name universal programs  play and have played
since the 	s a central role in theorems of both complexity and computabil
ity theory Let L be an implementation language and S be a source language 
to be implemented An interpreter int   Lprograms for a language S has

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two inputs a source program p   Sprograms to be executed  and the source
programs input data d   ID Running the interpreter with inputs p and d on
an Lmachine must produce the same result as running p with input d on an
Smachine More precisely
Denition   Program int is an interpreter for S written in L if for every
p   Sprograms and every d   ID 
p
S
d  int
L
pd
Interpretation overhead
In practice  assuming one has both an Lmachine and an Smachine at
ones disposal  interpretation often turns out to be rather slower than direct
execution of Sprograms A typical interpreter ints running time on inputs
p and d satises

p
 time
S
p
d  time
L
int
pd
for all d Here 
p
is a 
constant independent of d  but it may depend on the
source program p Often 
p

 c fp  where constant c represents the time
taken for 
dispatch on syntax and recursive calls of the evaluation or command
execution functions and fp represents the time for variable access
An interpreter for WHILE
 var
We now give an example interpreter written in language WHILE This is nearly a
selfinterpreter  except that for the sake of simplicity we restrict it to programs
containing only one variable X This language we will call WHILE
 var

The interpreter  called i  is as follows where the STEP macro is in Figure
 Atoms while    etc are used as in the concrete syntax of Figure  
together with some additional ones for programming convenience  eg do hd
and do while
read PD	  Input is  program  data 
Cd  cons  hd PD
 
nil	  Control stack   programnil 
Val  tl PD	  The value of X  data 
Stk  nil	  Computation stack is initially empty 
while Cd do STEP	  Repeat while control stack is nonempty 
write Val
To aid compactness and readability  the STEP part of i is given by a set of tran
sitions  ie rewrite rules  Cd s v   Cd
 
 s
 
 v
 
 describing transitions
between states of form
Cd s v  Codestack  Computationstack  Value
The rules can easily be programmed in the WHILE language Blank entries in
Figure  correspond to values that are neither referenced nor changed in a
rule Expression evaluation is based on the following net e
ect property if the
value of expression E is d provided that the current value of variable X is v 
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then ECd  s  v 

Cd  ds  v where 

means 
can be rewritten in zero 
one  or more steps to
Theorem   i is an interpreter for WHILE
 var
written in WHILE Further
There exist a  b  	 such that for all p and d
a 
time
i
pd
time
p
d
 b
Proof  Correctness is straightforward by induction on computation lengths
The leftmost  follows because every single step of the interpreted program p
is simulated by several actions always more than one of i For the rightmost
  note that the entire STEP macro is a xed piece of noniterative code  so it
only takes constant time independent of p and d to perform the commands
to nd the appropriate transition in the table and to realize its eect In
this way a uniform and programindependent upper bound on the interpreta
tionexecution time ratio may be obtained for all computations  
Selfinterpretation
We will call an interpreter for a language L which is written in the same
language L a self interpreter or universal program  and we will often use name
u for a universal program By Denition    umust satisfy p
L
d  u
L
pd
for every Lprogram p and data value d The interpreter i just given is not
a selfinterpreter due to the restriction to just one variable in the interpreted
programs
Denition   An interpreter int is ecient if there is a constant a such
that for all d   ID and every Sprogram p
time
L
int
pd  a  time
S
p
d
Note that constant a is quantied before p  so the slowdown caused by an
ecient interpreter is independent of p The interpreter i for WHILE
 var
written
in WHILE is ecient by Theorem 
Denition   The I language is identical to the WHILE language  with two
restrictions
i The atom set is A  fnilg and
ii Programs contain only one variable
These restrictions cause no loss of computational ability  and aect program
running times by at most constant factors
Theorem   There exists an ecient self interpreter for the I language
Proof Sketch  We construct a selfinterpreter u for I  and then analyze
its time behaviour We rst need a concrete syntax for Iprograms that for
WHILE will not do  since it uses more than the one atom nil Specically 
programs must be represented as elements of ID
nil
 fnilg  ID
nil
 ID
nil

Let
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Code Comp stack Value  Code Comp stack Value
 
nil 
 
nil

 
quote dCd s  Cd ds

 
var
 
nilCd s v  Cd vs v

 
hd ECd  E
 
do hdCd
 
do hdCd tus  Cd ts
 
do hdCd
 
nils  Cd
 
nils

 
tl ECd  E
 
do tlCd
 
do tlCd tus  Cd us
 
do tlCd
 
nils  Cd
 
nils

 
cons E ECd  EE
 
do consCd
 
do consCd uts  Cd tus

 
  C CCd  CCCd

 
quote dCd s  Cd ds

 
 X ECd s  E
 
do asgnCd s
 
do asgnCd ws v  Cd s w

 
if E C CCd  E
 
do ifCCCd
 
do ifCCCd tus  CCd s
 
do ifCCCd
 
nils  CCd s

 
while E CCd  E
 
do whileC

 
while E CCd

 
while E CCd tus  C
 
while E CCd s
 
do whileCCd
 
nils  Cd s
Figure  The STEP macro expressed by rewriting rules
A
 
 fnil  var  quote  cons  hd  tl  atom       while  var 
do cons  do hd  do tl  do asgn  do whileg
be the set of all atoms used in i Every value manipulated by i thus lies in
ID
A
 
 Choose an encoding c  A
 
 ID
nil
with cnil   ID
nil
  and extend this
so as to give to yield a onetoone c  ID
A
 
 ID
nil
this is easily done The
universal program u for I will represent any Iprogram p   ID
A
 
as processed
by i by p

 cp   ID
nil

Selfinterpreter u is constructed from i so it is functionally equivalent to i 
but works with encoded program texts in ID
nil
rather than ones in ID
A
 
 and
u has only one variable Construction and time analysis are straightforward 
	
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Syntactic category Informal syntax Concrete syntax
P  Program  E whererec f X  E  EE
E  Expression  X j
 
nil X j  quote nil
j hd E j tl E  hd E j  tl E
j cons E E  cons E E
j if E then E else   if E E E
j f E  call E
Figure 	 F program syntax informal and concrete
Equivalence of I and a simple functional language F
F is a simple rst order Lisplike language whose programs have one recur 
sively dened function of one variable We will show that F can both eciently
interpret and be interpreted by I Figure  denes the syntax of Fprograms 
and its semantics is as expected callbyvalue
Although small  language F is not trivial More powerful features can be
encompassed multiple function arguments can be reduced to a single one
by the same packing technique as for the imperative language  and it is also
easy to reduce programs containing several mutually recursive functions to one
function  by using a case tag to identify which function is currently being
evaluated This is straightforward so we omit the details
The following theorem shows our simple imperative language to be equiv
alent to the functional one  up to constant factor dierences in running time
Proof the one way is by modifying the STEP macro to interpret Fprograms
The other way is done by programming STEP  and the I selfinterpreter in F
Theorem   There exists an I program which is an ecient interpreter
for the F language There exists an F program which is an ecient interpreter
for the I language  
 Partial evaluation program specialization in practice
The program specializer of Section  was very simple  and the programs
it ouputs are slightly slower than the ones from which they were derived
On the other hand  program specialization can be done so as to yield ecient
specialized programs This is known in the programming language community
as partial evaluation see  for a thorough treatment and a large bibliography
Applications of program specialization include compiling done by special
izing an interpreter to its source program  and generating compilers from
interpreters  by using the specializer to specialize itself to a given interpreter
Surprisingly  this can give quite ecient programs as output
A simple but nontrivial example of partial evaluation
Consider Ackermanns function  with program
amn  if m   then n else
if n   then am
else amamn

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Computing a n involves recursive evaluations of a mn for m  	   and  
and various values of n The partial evaluator can evaluate expressions m 

 and m  and function calls of form a m can be unfolded We can
now specialize function a to the values of m  yielding a less general program
that is about twice as fast
an  if n   then 	 else aan
an  if n   then  else an
Speedups from selfapplication
A variety of partial evaluators generating ecient specialized programs
have been constructed Easy equational reasoning from the denitions of spe
cializer  interpreter  and compiler reveals that program execution  compilation 
compiler generation  and compiler generator generation can each be done in
two dierent ways
output  intsourceinput  target
S
input
target  specintsource  compilersource
compiler  specspecint  cogen  int
cogen  specspecspec  cogen  spec
The exact timings vary according to the design of spec and int  and with the
implementation language L Nonetheless  we have often observed in practical
computer experiments that in each case the rightmost run is about  times
faster than the leftmost Moral selfapplication can generate programs that
run faster!
 A hierarchy within linear timedecidable sets
Denition   TIME
L
f is the collection of all subsets A  Ldata such
that A is decidable by some Iprogram p  where p runs in time at most fjdj
when applied to any input d
The following is immediate from by easy mutual simulations or compila
tions
Theorem  
LINEARTIME
WHILE
 LINEARTIME
I
 LINEARTIME
F
 LINEARTIME
GOTO
 
An interesting question is does a  b imply TIME
L
a  fn  TIME
L
b 
fn This is false for Turing machines  but the following has been proven
for the I language 
Theorem   There is a b such that for all a  
TIME
I
a  b  n n TIME
I
a  n  fg
A key to the proof is the existence of an 
ecient selfinterpreter for I This
is used in a timebounded version of the traditional diagonalization argument
used to show the existence of uncomputable functions The current frame
work makes this proof omitted for space reasons substantially simpler than
traditional timebounded hierarchy proofs

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Thus there is a constant b such that for any a   there is a decision
problem which cannot be solved by any program that runs in time bounded
by an  regardless of how clever one is at programming  or at problem analysis 
or both On the other hand  the problem can be solved by an Iprogram in
time a  b  n on inputs of size n This construction has been carried out in
detail on the computer by Hesselund and Dahl  who establish a stronger result
in  that TIME
I
	  a  n   properly includes TIME
I
a  n
 Sublinear Space Bounds
We now consider restricted models that only allow read only access to an
input value d When measuring program space consumption  we now count
only the 
workspace that is used beyond the input length This is intuitively
reasonable  since readonly input will remain unchanged during the entire
computation We will see that readonly versions of the following all dene
the same class of decidable problems

Turing machine programs with work space bounded by k logjdj for some
k and all d

Counter programs in which each counter is bounded by jdj  or a polynomial
in jdj

GOTO programs without 
cons  ie which use no additional space beyond
the input d
Wadlers 
treeless transformer  when applied to any of a quite useful class
of programs  will automatically yield an equivalent program program which
builds no intermediate tree structures   If a program resulting from his trans
formation yields only boolean values as output  it is in essence a GOTO program
without 
cons we omit details for brevity those familiar with 
deforestation
will see the similarity at once
The counter machines and o"ine Turing machines both take as input a bit
string in f  g

  while GOTO programs take binary trees d   ID as input In
order to prove the equivalences above  we need a way to represent a bit string
as a binary tree  and vice versa
The rst can be done using the coding coding c  f  g

 ID by ca
 
a

a
k
 
a
k
a
k 
   a
 
 in list notation Further  we regard    as standing for their
encodings in ID nil

and nil
 
  ie nil and  nilnil  respectively
Coding c
ID
represents d   ID by its 
Polish sux form This is obtained
by doing a postorder traversal of its tree structure  writing  every time nil
is seen  and  every time an internal 
cons node is seen Figure  shows
an example A simple algorithm using a counter can determine whether a bit
string corresponds to a tree
The oine Turing machine language TMro
An o"ine Turing machine is a two tape Turing machine whose instructions
are as follows  where subscript u   indicates that the twoway readonly

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nil
nil
nil
nil nil


R





R








R





R
c
ID
nilnilnilnilnil  
Figure  Polish sux code for a binary tree
input tape  is involved or u   indicates that the twoway readwrite work
tape  is involved Instruction syntax is as follows
Tape  I  right
 
j left
 
j if
 
S goto 
Tape  I  right

j left

j if

S goto  j write

T
We dene the length of a total state s    BL
 
S
 
R
 
B  BL

S

R

B where
 is the instruction counter by jsj  jL

S

R

j  formally expressing that only
the symbols on 
work tape  are counted  and not those on tape 
A readonly imperative language
This is simply the GOTO language seen before  but without the 
cons op
eration The following grammar describes the instruction syntax  using only
one atom nil
I  Xi  Xj j Xi  hd Xi j Xi  tl Xi j if Xi goto  else 
 
The readonly counter machine CMro
This is a register machine whose input is a string d in f  g

 Readonly
access is done by accessing symbol a
i
in input d  a
 
a

  a
n
indirectly index
i will be the value of one of the counters The following grammar describes
the CMro instruction syntax # as before but with an instruction to read an
input symbol  and a way so the program can 
know how long its input is
I  Ci  Ci   j Ci  Ci
$
  j Ci  jInj
j if Ci  	 goto  j if In
Ci
 	 goto 
Storage has form CMro store  f  g

 f  j   IN  INg where i is
the current contents of counter Ci for any i   IN  The store initialization and
result readout functions are dened as follows All counters are initialized to
zero  and the eect of instruction execution is as expectable from the syntax
 Equivalent characterizations of LOGSPACE
Denition 
  SPACE
L
f is the collection of all subsets A  Ldata such
that A is decidable by some Iprogram p  where p uses at most space fjdj
on any input d
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Denition 
 
NOCONS  SPACE
GOTO
n  n
LOGSPACE 
S
k 
SPACE
TM
n  k log n
POLYctrSIZE 
S
k 
SPACE
CM
n  n
k

LINctrSIZE  SPACE
CM
n  n
Theorem 
 
i LOGSPACE  POLYctrSIZE  LINctrSIZE
ii V   NOCONS implies c
ID
V    LINctrSIZE
iii A   LOGSPACE if and only if cA   NOCONS
Proof  These results give an intrinsic characterization of LOGSPACE by
NOCONS  which is dened without reference to time or storage bounds Fol
lowing are some sketches of the needed constructions Henceforth n will stand
for the size of the Lprograms input This is a string a
 
a

  a
n
  or a tree d
  ID with n  jdj  
Construction 
POLYctrSIZE  LOGSPACE AssumeA   SPACE
CM
n  log n
k
 POLYc
trSIZE Representation of CMro storage in a TM program
The TMro code to simulate a CMro program will represent each variable Ci
by a block of bits on the work tape containing the binary representation of
value j of Ci Each CMro counter C      Ck
 
value is bounded by j  n
k
  so
its block has length at most logn
k
  k log n bits Each CMro operation is
straightforwardly simulable by the Turing machine
Construction 
LOGSPACE  POLYctrSIZE Representation of TM storage in a CMro
program Assume A   SPACE
TM
n  k log n A TMro total state is s 
  BL
 
S
 
R
 
B  BL

S

R

B Clearly the scanning positions on both tapes
can be represented by counters  each no larger than n   n
k
 The idea of
the simulation is to represent the work tape contents by two counters  and to
simulate tape operations by corresponding counter operations
A work tape containing b
 
  b
i
   b
m
wherem  k log n can be represented
by a pair of numbers l  r  where l is the value of b
 
  b
i
as a base  number
counting B as digit 	   as digit   and  as digit   and r is the value of
b
m
b
m 
   b
i 
  also as a base  number
These are all bounded in size by n
k
and can collectively represent the
Turing machines total state Each Turing machine operation can be faithfully
simulated by operations on counters  concluding the construction
Construction 
POLYctrSIZE  LINctrSIZE let A   SPACE
CMro
n  n
k
 for some k We
need to show that A   SPACE
CMro
n  n Let n be the length of input
a
 
  a
n
 We show that a program with counters bounded by n

can be sim
ulated by one whose counters are bounded by n This can be repeated to

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reduce n
k
to n for any xed kThis is done using a onetoone enumeration of
pairs of natural numbers  where position of x  y is prx  y  x  y

 x
For example  CzCz involves moving Southeast one position along a diag
onal unless y  	  in which case one moves to the start of the next diagonal
Details are omitted for lack of space
Construction 
V   NOCONS implies c
ID
V    LINctrSIZE Representation of GOTO
storage in a CMro program What is needed is to show that the head and tail
operations can be simulated by numerical operations on positions  which they
can The key is that the pointer to a nonnil trees rightmost subtree lies one
position to the left of the pointer to its head  while the pointer to its leftmost
subtree lies just left of the block that represents its rightmost subtree
Further  cA   NOCONS thus implies c
ID
cA   LINctrSIZE  and this
immediately implies that A   LINctrSIZE
Construction 
A   LINctrSIZE implies cA   NOCONS Representation of CMro storage
in a GOTO program The GOTO program simulating the given CMro program will
use no 
cons operations  and has a working variable In  always pointng to list
ca
 
a

a
n
  a
n
   a

a
 
 A CMro program variable Ci will be simulated
by a corresponding variable Xi as follows if counter Ci has value j  then Xi
will point to symbol a
j
  at a position at distance j from the end of In This
will be the nil ending the list if j  	
Simulation of CMro commands Most command simulations are straight
forward To simulate Ci  Ci we must  though  in eect 
back up a GOTO
variable Xi by one position This can be done by maintaining an auxiliary
variable while scanning twice to the end of the input sequence
This completes the various characterizations of problems decidable in log
arithmic space Remark all problems in this class lie in PTIME though
whether the class is a proper subset of PTIME is still an open question
 Realization of PTIME by consfree programs with
recursion
We now sketch a proof that PTIME is identical to the set of problems solv
able by consfree programs with recursion # also an intrinsic characterization
without reference to time or storage bounds

 As a rst step we implement
the ow chart version GOTO using arrays

Constructions to show essentially the same result expressed in terms of auxiliary push
down automata were done by Cook more than  years ago 	 Our programoriented
version seems more perspicuous and it will be seen that the result is still of considerable
interest particularly as regards relationships between time and space or the power of cons
in a functional language
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Construction
Given a GOTOprogram p  I
 
I

   I
m
and an input d   ID For nota
tional simplicity we assume there is only one atom  nil the technique is easily
extendible to any xed nite set of atoms Construct a Pascallike simulating
program as follows  where X  X      Xn is a list of all variables in p
type Index  inputsizeinfinity 
Node  inputsizeinfinity    encodes nil 
var X X     Xn  Node 
Hd Tl  array Index of Node 
Time  Index   The current step number 
Time   
  J    J          m  Jm
The idea is that the global storage is represented using a a DAG directed
acyclic graph The DAG has only one leaf  corresponding to atom nil  and
every time a cons operation is performed  a new node will be added to the
DAG Its children will be the nodes representing the values of the arguments
to the cons operation
The variable Time wil keep track of the number of steps executed since
the computation started  and so is zero when computation begins For tech
nical convenience we assume the input value d   ID is used to initialize the
DAG at times k k        where k is the number of pairing 
cons
operations needed to build d
Also for technical convenience  we handle node naming and allocation by
using variable Time to nd an unused index in these arrays  so a node will
be identied by the time at which it was created Since we will assume p
to run in polynomial time  there can at most be polynomially many DAG
nodes created during execution A more realistic implementation could  for
example  maintain a 
free list of unused memory cells
Variables X  etc assume as values only pointers to nodes in this DAG
Such a variable points to a position in the arrays Hd and Tl These two parallel
arrays hold pointers to hd and tl substructures of a value  respectively zero
if the value is nil Command Jl  which simulates command I
l
for l  	  is
dened as follows
Form of I
l
Simulating command lJl
X  nil X  	 Time  Time  
X  Y X  Y	 Time  Time  
X  hd Y X  HdY	 Time  Time  
X  tl Y X  TlY	 Time  Time  
X  cons Y Z Hd Time  Y	 Tl Time  Z	
X  Time	 Time  Time  	
if X  nil goto r else s if X   then goto r else goto s
Note that each of the simulation sequences above takes constant time  under
the usual assumptions about Pascal program execution For an example 
consider the 
reverse program
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Time t Instr
t
Hd
t
Tl
t
X
t
Y
t
Z
t
 	 	
 	 
	  if X goto  else  	 	  	 	
  Z  hd X    	 	
  Y  cons Z Y    	 	
  X  tl X 	 	   	
  goto      	
  if X goto  else      	
  Z  hd X     	
  Y  cons Z Y     	
  X  tl X 	  	  	
  goto    	  	
	  if X goto  else    	  	
    	  	
Figure  Some values
 if X goto  else 
 Z  hd X 
	 Y  cons Z Y 

 X  tl X 
 goto  
The following two DAGs illustrate the storage state at the beginning and at
the end of execution

S
S
Sw
 
 
 

 X

Q
Q
Qs



nil
nil 
 YZnil

J
J
J
J


 Y

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
N







S
S
Sw
 
 
 
Q
Q
Qs



nil
nil
 Xnil 
 Z
Assume given input X   nil nil admittedly uninteresting  which is rep
resented in the Hd Tl table positions  and  This would give rise to the
sequence of memory images in Figure   where
Instr
t
 the instruction I
 
about to be executed at time t
Observation 
Given a GOTOprogram p  I
 
I

   mI
m
and an input d   ID Let

 
  
 
     
t
  
t
     be the nite or innite computation of p on d 
 
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where 
 
  and 
 
is the initial DAG for input d Then for any t  	 the
following hold
Instr
t 

 






l
 
 I
 
 
if Instr
t
 l goto l
 
l
 
 I
 
 
if Instr
t
 l if X goto l
 
else l
  
and X
t
 	
l
  
 I
 
  
if Instr
t
 l if X goto l
 
else l
  
and X
t
 	
l  I
  
if Instr
t
 l I
 
otherwise
Hd
t 


Y
t
if Instr
t
 l X  cons Y Z
	 otherwise
Tl
t 


Z
t
if Instr
t
 l X  cons Y Z
	 otherwise
For any variable X and t  	 the following holds
X
t 

 









X
t
if Instr
t
 l X    
Y
t
if Instr
t
 l X  Y
Hd
Y
t

if Instr
t
 l X  hd Y
Tl
Y
t

if Instr
t
 l X  tl Y
t  if Instr
t
 l X  cons Y Z
Space needs prohibit stating the following theorem formally  but the ideas
needed to prove it are found in the preceding theorem Suppose one is give a
WHILEprogram p that runs in time n
k
  and an input d The value of output
variable X is thus available  eg to a 
print function  through X
n
k
where n  jdj
The various functions Instr
t
  Hd
t
  Tl
t
  X
t
are computable by mutual recur
sion  at least down to t  	 Further  the values of Hd
t
  Tl
t
for t  	 are
determined solely by d
The calls all terminate  since in each call the value of argument t decreases
Now t is bounded by the running time  which is a polynomial in the size of
d  hence p can be simulated by a recursive counter machine with polynomial
size bounds on its counters By the means seen seen earlier  this can be
simulated by a jdjbounded counter machine the presence of recursion adds
no diculties  and this in turn can be simulated by a consfree WHILEprogram
with recursion We have thus proven
Theorem   If V  ID is decidable by a recursive or nonrecursive WHILE 
program p in polynomial time then V is decidable by a cons free WHILE 
program with recursion  
Remark  Time analysis of this procedure reveals that it takes exponential
time  due to recomputing values many times for example  Instr
t
is recom
puted again and again Thus even though a polynomialtime problem is being
solved  the solver is running in superpolynomial time Fortunately  we have
the following converse
Theorem   If V  ID is decidable by a cons free WHILE program with re 
cursion then V is decidable by a WHILE program p in polynomial time
Proof of this is done by tabulation There are at most polynomially many dif
ferent possible calls to the various functions Instr
t
  Hd
t
  Tl
t
  X
t
  so all needed

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can be systematically called  and their results stored for future reference  with
out exceeding polynomial time Interestingly  the same technique also works
if p is nondeterministic  and the same method applies if the functions are
replaced by relations
Further developments 
Stephen Cook  proved essentially these results in the framework of 
aux
iliary pushdown automata Further developments involving ecient memo
ization led to the result that any DPDA two way deterministic pushdown
automaton can be simulated in linear time   
An interesting open problem 
The results above can be interpreted as saying that  in the absence of

cons  functional programs are capable of simulating imperative ones but at
a formidable cost in computing time  since results computed earlier cannot be
stored but must be recomputed In essence  the 
heap can be replaced by the
stack  but at a high time cost
It is not known  however  whether this cost is necessary Proving that it
is necessary as seems likely would require proving that there exist problems
which can be solved in small time with general storage  but which require large
time when computed functionally A simple but typical example would be to
establish a nonlinear lower bound on the time that a onetape  nomemory
two way pushdown automaton requires to solve some decision problem One
instance would be to prove that string matching must take superlinear time
We conjecture that such results can be obtained
	 Conclusion
Within computability theory  we have seen a programmingoriented version
of the Smn theorem which is likely to be easier for students to follow than
classical presentations Further  a wellprogrammed version of another com
putability theory cornerstone  the 
universal machine  has been seen to lead
to a novel complexity result which is stronger than seen in textbooks  the
constant time factor hierarchy The programming approach has been seen in
more detail than the above to yield 
intrinsic characterizations of the well
known problem classes LOGSPACE and PTIME  without external imposition
of space or time bounds
From a programming language practice viewpoint  we described the use
of an ecient implementation of the Smn theorem under the name partial
evaluation in compiling and other program generation The constant time
factor hierarchy is signicant for two reasons it concerns time bounds small
enough to be of practical concern and it narrows a longexisting gap between
theory and practice
Purely programbased characterizations of LOGSPACE and PTIME give
natural characterizations of these classes  and we observed that LOGSPACE
	
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is identical with another alreadystudied problem class those decidable by
Wadlers 
treeless programs   Further  it gives new insight into the role of
persistent as opposed to evanescent storage
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